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Course and Programme outcome:



21st century is known to be the era of languages. The prime objective of all the papers is to
enhance the foundation capacity of a student and help them to equip with better understanding of
language and literature. The axis of course design is to develop and catalyse affinity towards
reading, grammar correspondence, translation and literature facilitate to widen knowledge and
use language as a tool.



The Dept. of Hindi offers courses to 1st and 2nd year BA/Bsc and 1st year Bcom.



The synopsis of the courses are as follows:



1st Sem BA/Bsc



Prose and Drama:



The paper aims to discuss various forms of prose forms in Hindi.



Drama is a prose form, hence it enriches students to critique the society and equip themselves
with vocabulary skills.



2nd Sem BA/Bsc



Grammar correspondence and Translation:



The paper intents to equip students with the foundations of language. Grammar helps them to use
language in the desired manner.



Correspondence is an art which every student should learn as it is considered a life skill.
Translation helps students to drift across languages with ease



and to have a first-hand information of languages and literature.



3rd Sem BA/Bsc



Poetry in Hindi:



The paper comprises of poems from medieval modern and contemporary ages.



Poems envelope their messages in the craft of languages hence it is always a matter of curiosity to
decode their message and their critique formation



Enables students to expand their perception and thoughts.



4th Sem BA/Bsc



Stories and Novel:



The paper contains a spectrum of stories and their narratives are popular among students. Stories
are a cross section of the society with a rhythm of language.



Students benefit from learning stories, as humans have a sense of narration. Novels are extended
forms of stories hence students engage themselves in learning and critiquing. This paper instills a
student with an interest to read beyond syllabus.



1st Bcom



Prose forms in Hindi:



The paper contains various categories of proses. The variety of prose enables students to acquire a
basic sense of language and literature.



Prose forms like sattire, one act plays and travelogue are popular among students and this affinity
leads them to extend reading.



2nd Sem Bcom



Poetry correspondence and Translation:



The objective of this paper is to enhance the basics of language and literature. Proper study of
poetry enables them to generate a liking of literature, correspondence helps them to draft letters in
the right way and translation helps understanding across languages and updates their language
skill.

